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1. Introduction

m-:■:■ The .Seminar, and study tour on port operations problems was conducted in

Odessa,. USSR and on board of the passenger vessel "Gruzia" from .9 to 23August

1982.. The. Government of the USSR ;acted as host to the Seminar and study tour.

The Seminar was financed by the United Nations Regular Programme of

Technical Assistance (UNRPTA) as well as by a contribution from the host country.

...} The project was executed by. the United Nations Economic-Comnission" for

v.^^^qa in association with $he United Nations Conference on Trade and Development

.(UNCTAp). :In this connection ECA would like to place on record its most sincere

thanks to the management and staff of the Shipping Division of UNCTAD; for;their

contribution provided during the preparatory activities and the execution of

the Seminar-, ;.,t. ■■;..■■. . ■;:■:■..

?*

Within the framework of the United Nations Transport an4 Communications

Decade in Africa, ECA endeavours to develop transport in Africa, taking into

account the principle of maximum social profitability to the African economy

as a whole. Reliable means of transportation and widespread maritime connections

with the outside world are among the most essential prerequisites for economic

progress and development. . ..

One of the urgent tasks of African countries consisted, therefore, in

increasing of the efficiency of the maritime ports, a most important link in

overseas transport and trade;

In'line with the global strategy of the Decade, ECA pays a special attention

to the development and improvement of operations African ports.

Large sums ofmotley are being committed and spent on programmes to develop

and improve ports operations in many developing countries. However, such invest

ments are not sufficient in themselves to solve the port problems in these countries,
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since the efficiency of a port depends on how effectively it is managed.

Training,is..a prerequisite for,the development of the-management skills on which

.the efficiency.of ports to a large degree-depends. The present rapid rate of

develppjnent taking, piace, in a number of African countries, coupled with important

technological changes taking place in maritime transport, make this training

of port management personnel.particularly urgent. . . :

Besides, as it was underlined in the conclusions of the first United

Nations, Seminar in. the ports field held in the USSR and from -the participants

.Pp4-nt_ q£ view, it has proved to be. a successful experience, and as ife was strongly

recommended that.ECA should.continue to organize similar seminars and training

courses in the .field of sports in co-operation with UNCTAD.

Taking into consideration the fact that the USSR has much experience in

training of personnel from developing countries and in the transfer of know-how

to personnel concerned with the maritime ports, it was decided to approach again

the Government of the USSR regarding the possibility of hosting a two-week Seminar

and study tour for senior African personnel in port's operations.

-The proposal for conducting such a Seminar in the USSR was submitted to

the'USSR Ministry of Merchant Marine. The;Government of the USSR readily

accepted this proposal and confirmed its readiness to conduct a Seminar in Odessa,

USSR, in August 1982.

3. Preparatory activities for the Seminar

An initial mission to Moscow was carried out by Capt. A. Kovalev, Port

expert of ECA from 5-9 January 1982 during which the Government of the USSR

agreed to host a two-week Seminar and study tour on port operations for 45

participants from both English and French speaking African countries,.following

the above a project document was prepared and submitted to the United Nations

Regular Programme of Technical Assistance (UNRPTA) for approval.

UNRPTA1s letter approving this project was received by ECA in January 1982

and the Seminar was announced to the Governments of the 37 sea-coast African

countries on 18 February 1982.
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A follow-up visit to Moscow was made by Capt. A. Kovalev of ECA and M. Daunt

of UNCTAD from 19-23 April 1982 to finalize certain arrangements and programme

of the seminar. Copy of the project document is included as attachment I. A

copy of a memorandum summarizing arrangements concluded with the USSR authorities

is given as attachement II.

4. Participants

Invitations to nominate candidates for the Seminar were sent to the

Governments of 37 African countries through the UNDP offices in those countries.

Separate invitations were also sent to the three subregional Port Management

Associations (North Africa, Eastern and Southern Africa and West and Central

Africa Port Management Associations). A total of 50 nominations were received

from 23 countries and one of the Port Management Association of Eastern and

Southern Africa. Since the number of nominations exceeded the number of places

available, a selection had to be made and finally 45 candidates were accepted to

participate in the Seminar

Unfortunately, 6 of these candidates were withdrawn by their governments

at the last minute and a further 4 candidates simply failed to turn up. Thus

the number of participants attending the Seminar and Study Tour was 35.

Of these 35 participants, 19 were from French-speaking countries and 16

from English-speaking countries. Most of the participants were senior officials

of port authorities having responsibility for port operations, twelve participants

were in fact, chief executives of port organizations. A list of participants

is given in attachment IV.

5. Content of the Seminar

Following discussions with the USSR authorities, a Seminar programme was

drawn up comprising lectures from port experts both from the United Nations and

the USSR, together with a series of port visits in order to give the participants

an opportunity of studying how port problems are being tackled in the Soviet

Union.



The programme, a copy, of which is given in attachment IV, may be summarized

;,aS-;fOllOWS: . -■-.. ..■■_'.'■•■ .-■ - ' ■ ' ' '

■ '"~'-': ■ ■ ' : Proportion of time

Lectures by UN staff 15 per cent : ■

Lectures by USSR experts 55 " "

Port visits 30 " "

Lectures were encouraged to devote only half of the time allocated to them

to a formal presentation of their lectures, leaving the other half of the time

for question and answer sessions and general discussion. A.full list of the

lectures is given in attachment V. Most of the lectures were delivered in -■■ ;

English or Russian and simultaneously interpreted, into the other languages of

the Seminar (E.F.R.) . .

6. Administration of the Seminar

ECA, the executing agency for the Seminar, appointed Mr. Tchouta Moussa,

Director pf its Transport, Communications and Tourism Division, as the Director

of, the Seminar- UNCTAD acted as associate executing agency and appointed Mr. M.

Daunt, .expert of its Ports Section as Seminar Co-ordinator. The Government of

the USSR appointed a Seminar Co-Director and a Deputy Co-Director in the persons

of Capt. A.. Saveliev and M. Glushenkov of the USSR Ministry of Merchant Marine.

An unique feature of this Seminar was that half of it was conducted on

board a passefiger.vessel of the Black Sea Shipping Company, m/s "Gruzia", which

gave the participants the opportunity of visiting the ports of Yalta, Novorossiysk,

Sukhumi, Batumi and Sochi and also of getting acquaintance with the cultural

life of different parts of the Soviet Union. \

The USSR authorities provided a team of six interpreters to cover .

interpretation from Russian into English and French and vice versa. They also

arranged for the necessary equipment and facilities to be installed both in the

lecture hall in Odessa and on board M/S "Gruzia". UNCTAD provided a team of

three interpreters to cover interpretation from English to French and vice versa.
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All the posts.of interpretation were charged to the project. Besides, the USSR

authorities provided;,free-of-charge the services of two translators and three

secretaries^to work full-time with the Seminar directorate.

All local transportation in Moscow, Odessa and the Black Sea ports, both

for study and cultural or sight-seeing visits, was provided by the USSR authorities

at no charge to the project.

Travel of participants to and from the Seminar was arranged in such a way

as to maximize the use of the Soviet airline - "Aeroflot". An agreement was

concluded with "Aeroflot" providing for full payment for such travel to be made

in ro-ubles. A copy of this agreement is given in attachment VI.

The USSR authorities accepted responsibility for the payment of daily

subsistence allowances to all" participants and UN staff. They also handled

all payments for hotels and the study tour on board of the ship. AH such

payments were charged to the project in Roubles.

7. Opening ceremony

The opening ceremony of the Seminar took place in Odessa on Monday, 9

August aborad the M/S "Gruzia" at which addresses were given by:

- Mr. A.V. Goldobenko, Deputy Minister, USSR Ministry of Merchant

Marine;

- Mr. Adebayo Adedeji, ECA Executive Secretary; , . .

- Mr. m. Daunt, Seminar Co-ordinator (on behalf of the Secretary-General

of UNCTAD);

- Mr. M. Shumaev, on belialf of the USSR State Committee'for External

Economic Relations;

- Representative of the City Executive Committcs of Odessa.

- Mr. S.A. Lukyanchenko, President of the Balck Sea Shipping Company

(i) Mr. A.V. Goldobenko, Deputy Minister, USSR Ministry of Merchant Marine

welcomed the participants,, informed them on the objectives of the

seminar and expressed his appreciation to UNECA and UNCTAD for being

executing agencies of the Seminar.
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(ii) -Prof* Adebayo'&dedeji, ECA Executive Secretary welcomed participants

:.-!■■? --.. and thanked the USSR Government, the USSR Ministry of Merchant Marine,

the Management-of the Black Sea Shipping Company for so readily

agreeing to host the Seminar and their generosity in providing the

complete facilities for training of African personnel in ports operations;

(lii) Mr. M. Daunt, UNCTAD representative welcomed participants and thanked

on behalf of the Secretary General of UNCTAD, the USSR Government, the

USSR Ministry of Merchant Marine for their unceasing endeavours in

providing excellent facilities for training of African personnel in

maritime ports.'

(iv) Mr. M. Shumaev, Head of the Department of Technical Assistance of the

USSR State Committee for External Economic Relations welcomed

, participants and briefed them on the technical assistance activities

. which the USSR provides to developing countries; . . . •

(V* Representative of -the city Executive Committee of Odessa, cordially

welcomed participants in the city-hiro of Odessa, wished them■a great

successes in mastering the experience of the Soviet ports and their

operational patterns. .. .:.

(vi) Mr. S.A. Lukyanchenko, President of the Black Sea Shipping Company,

welcomed participants on board the passenger -liner of the Black Shipping

Company, briefed them about the achievements of the Company in social-

economic development of its sea and shore personnel.

8- Seminar evaluation by the participants

At the end of the seminar, participants were invited to complete an

evaluation questionnaire, and also to give their verbal comments on various

aspects of the seminar. A summary of the answers to the questionnaire is given

in attachment VII.

In short, participants felt that they had benefited greatly from attending

the seminar and expressed complete satisfaction with the organizational

arrangements provided. They hoped that further seminar on port operations would
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be held on a regular basis in order to train as many as possible senior managerial

personnel of African ports. Some of the participants'proposed that a seminar

for those engaged in training of dockers be organized in the USSR.

Most participants felt that the duration of the seminar and study tour was

just right but that the work load had been rather too heavy and that more time

should have been allowed for informal discussions;and exchange of views. Some

participants also mentioned that not all lectures were strictly devbted to the

problems- which most preoccupied African port managers. In this connection some

participants felt that in future it would be worthwhile to request the participants

to prepare lectures on their respective port problems. To this end ECA should

inform the participants about the subject of the lectures in advance. These

participants recommended that in future the lectures delivered to the Seminar

should have more concrete character and more concrete discussions on the needs

of particular African ports should be organized. Beside, a number of partxcipants

felt that the' lectures and discussions should be envisaged prior the cruise aboard

ship.

All participants very much appreciated the well-planned programme,of. .

social and cultural visits arranged by the USSR authorities.

9» ' Seminar evaluation by ECA

(a) Level of participation

In general most participants were at senior management level in the

field of training. Their general level of education, professional qualification

and experience was high enough to acquire the information given and to arrange

discussions on various topics of port operations on a good professional: level.

(b) Attendance

All participants attended.the lectures, discussions and visited the

ports of the Black Sea and were very punctual.
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' (c) active participations

■ Most participants were very active during the Seminar, asking questions,

presenting problems for discussion.

(d) Lecturers . .. . ■ .. .

The l.evel of lectures presented by the Soviet lecturers as Well as

the experts, from the UN agencies was high and in general adopted to the practical

needs of participants. Subject of some of the lectures presented did not strictly

correspond to the main topic of the Seminar, All lectures were distributed in

advance to the participants- ■%■■"'.

(e) Organization of work

Organization of work during the Seminar (one morning session and

one afternoon session) was adequate. ' ' ;

Organization of session included:

■-■*■" (i) presentation of a lecture by a lecturer, in some cases illustrated

-'■'■''-■ by audio-visual techniques;

(ii) discussion of the topics presented in the lecture and problems

presented by participants, headed by the lecturer;

(iii) visit of the ports and specialized berths and discussion of the port

operations problems on the spot.

(f) Administrative arrangements . . .

Administrative arrangements for the Seminar were satisfactory.

(g) General conclusion

In general the Seminar was successful. .

10. Closing ceremony ,,--... '

The closing ceremony took place in Odessa on 21 August 1982, at which the

participants expressed their appreciation to ECA, UNCTAD and the Government of

the USSR, for organizing the- present seminar and recommended that ECA, in

co-operation with other United Nations specialized agencies, such as UNCTAD,

UNDP, IMO and ILO continue and intensify its training and technical assistance

activities in the field of maritime transport. The Seminar on port operations

in accordance with the participants' recommendations should be held every two

years.
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11. Conclusions and recommendations

(a) This seminar was the second United Nations Seminar in the ports field

to have been held in the USSR and the unanimous judgement is that it was a success.

The idea of holding half the Seminar on board a passenger vessel proved once again

a most welcome innovation which both made the seminar enjoyable and created an

atmosphere in which the participants seemed stimulated to learn as much as possible.

It also enabled to visit a number of ports without time-consuming journeys by road.

(b) The seminar was successful and should be periodically repeated for

participants from developing countries.

(d) Based on the experience of this Seminar and study tour the following

changes in the programme of the seminar are suggested for the next seminar:

- The seminar lectures and discussions should take place prior to the

cruise aboard the ship.

- Case studies should be included in the programme of the Seminar.

- The programme of the seminar and the themes of main lectures should be

communicated to participants well in advance.

- Some lectures for the seminar should be prepared by the participants

themselves in order to provoke concrete discussions on the needs of

African ports.

(e) Organization of work:

- The timing of the sessions was adequate and should be maintained

in the future.

- Organization of sessions which included lectures and discussions

should be maintained but more time should be allocated for discussion

and case studies.

(f) Participants should be requested to bring in typical problems of their

respective ports to be discussed during the seminar. These problems should, if

possible, be sent to the host authority by participants nominated for the seminar

or presented in writing after their arrival.
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PART I - LEGftL OMFXT Not applicable.

PART II - THE PROJECT . .

A. . Developxent objectives

The economies of African developing oountries are heavily dependent on their
international trade, the vast irajority of which is carried by seao It has long

been established that port costs,- both direct and indirect- constitute a signifi

cant proportion of the transportation costs of international shipments, thus

improved port efficiency is an important key to the lowering or at least the

containing of transportation costs necessary for the stimulation of international
trade=

The project is designed to assist the participating countries with the

capacity to more effectively manage and operate their ports,

E» Immediate objectives

The immediate objective of the project is to provide, through lectures/

panel discussions and visits to ports in the USSRP a training programme designed

to ijrr>rove the professional and managerial competence of senior and middle level
personnel responsible for port operations in their countries,

C. Special considerations . ,. . ,
-*—— not applicable

Da Background and justification

large suras of noney are being committed and spent on programmes to develop

and iirprove ports in many developing countries. However, such investments are

not sufficient in themselves to solve the port problems in these countries, since

the efficiency of a port depends on how effectively it is managed. Training is a

prerequisite for the development of the management skills on which the efficiency

of ports to a large degree depends „ The present rapid rate of development taking
place in a number of African countries; coupled with iitportant technological changes

taking place in maritime transport, make this training of port management personnel

particularly urgent. Besides, as it was underlined in the conclusions of the first

Lrated Nations Seminar in the ports field held in the USSR and frcra the participants

point of view7 it has proved to be a successful experience, and as it was strongly

recommended that 3CA should continue to organize similar seminars and training courses

in the field of ports in co-operation with UNCTAD.

E= Outputs

The introduction to African port managers of improved methods of managing

and controlling the port operations in their ports o

F- Activities

The activities to be carried out under this project ares

- the preparation of lectures and other seminar material in English and French;
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™ the conducting cf the seminar, partly by organizing two parallel

sessions - one in English and one in French - on methods of increasing
the efficiency of port operations;

- lectures to the vjhole group of participants by port experts from the
USER ■'•■■ ••■-■ :

- a study tour by ship to the ports of Odessa. Novorossiysk? Batumi and

Iljichevsk to examine operations in these

~ preparation of! the final report.

G. Inputs

L Governments5 inputs

participating governments will nominate port officials vath responsibility
for port operations to attend the seminar. A total of 45 participants vdll fce

accepted for the seminar. Governments vtfiose candidates are accepted, are expected

to make arrangements to cover all expenses incurred the participants' home countries

to the nearest Aeroflot point and incidental to such participation and to continue to
pay participants' salaries during the period of their attendance-

2, Contribution by Executing Agencies

EC&

Jointly agree arrangements vdth USSR Authorities. l

Announce seminar.

Jointly select participants.

Send out acceptance letters.

Handle Administrative arrangements for travel, acocrmx3ation and
payment of participants.

Arrange simultaneous interpellation.

Give one or more lectures to be agreed.

Prepare final report.

Preside over all Seminar Sessions.

Sufcsnit a sunmary of seminar proceedings and the final report-

Jointly agree arrangements vath USSR Authorities.

Prepare seminar progranme.

Jointly select participants.



Arrange all non-EGVUSSR lectures. ' " '

Prepare seminar materials in English and French.

Assist to ECA in submission of a serrmary of seninar proceedings and
activities to be included in the final report.

3- UTRPTA input ■ . .. .

UNRPTA will provide financing of the following catponents,

(i) Project personnel;

(a) Lecturers (4 m/m)

(b) Administrative support personnel

(ii): Training . .

;r . (a) -^Travel and per diem for 45 participants

■><■ ^ : (b) Group training ■ .

(c) Interpretation (EFR) ■ ; -

(d) Official travel of UN staff

(e) Study tour . "

(iii) Miscellaneous

(a) Preparation of documentation in English and French .
(b) Final report

(c) Sundries

4O USSR Government inputs .

The government of the USSR vdll act as host fo£ the seminar and will

contribute to the administrative and organizational costs to the extent of
SO, 000 Roubles and will provide the necessary number of lectures on the subject.

H. Preparation of work plan

1982

1-10 January - Visit of (JNCTAD and BCA staff to USSR

1- January - Seminar announced to governments inviting netninations

15 April - First deadline for submission of nominations

Reminder cables to be sent outo

25 May Final deadline for submission of nominations

1-5 June . ~ Visit of ECA staff to USSR

15 June - Acceptance cabled to governments

30 June - Tickets issued for participants and staff by Aerdflot

visas provided for participants

15 July - No further changes allowed to list of participants
9-22 August - Seminar

September - Preparation of the final report.



I. National and international staff :- : ::

Not relevant ...■.■.<:. .-.- ■ -■■-

J« Development support cdtmiunications ' '._

Not applicable '

KD Institutional framework . .:■ .

The Government of the USSR will set as host for this seminar and at that
capacity will appoint .a Co-director, The Ministry.of Marchaht Marine of the USSR
will arranae for certain substantive contributions from USSR port experts and
for the .stu^T; tour of four.USSR ports. ,, :-, . . ' ■ ■ ■

ECA will act as- Executing Agency and in that capacity will designate a;
Director of the Seminar, UNCTAD will designate a co-ordinator for the seminar;
^^O?AD will also provide two other lecturers for the seminar and BCA one lecturer
under the project. .-.'. ;••■'\::

Lo Prior obligations;.andj pre^requisites ■■.-.. -■■■ : :. ,.;. .

Not applicable

M, Future QNS^PTA assistance

Possibilities for future UNRPTA assistance in this field will be determined
in the light of the evaluation of the present project* ... . ;

N, Estimated costs

Total Costs
Project personnel m/m Itoubles $U8

1. Lecturers 2 - 1O,OQG
2. Support personnel - 2,600

3. .Official tra^Tel for lecturers

and UN Staff 25,400

Gatponent total 38,000

Training

Ground training

1, Travel 45 participants at $US 179OO 85,000

2. Interconnections flights for . : 10?000
3 c Per diem; 45 participants for 17 days $100
4. Study four on board of ship

5. Interpretation (EnFoRo)

■•- Component total XQ2.250 18T0f)O

76,

18,

12,

500

750

000 3

—

f000



Miscellaneous

p

English and French

2. Final report

3. Sundries

ation in

Component total

Grand total

Total

Roubles

2

5

7

199

,000

,000

,000

.250 £

Costs

5

5

$us

,000
—

-—

,000

.000

PART III ". SCHEDULES CF. JENTDORIHG, EV^LUATICN AND REPORTS

Participants in the seminar will be invited to complete an evaluation

questionnaire at the end of the seminar which will be followed by an oral

evaluation of the benefits which have been derived from the project* The

seminar Directors vt.I1" prepare a final report.

PART IV - THE BUDGET

Project Budget covering UNRPTA contribution .. .-

(in US dollars)

Region: Africa

Project No. - . . ;;

Titles Seminar ir Port Onerations in the USSR

1932

m/m $US

10o Project personnel

11= Experts

11.01 Lecturers (2mAi at $5,000/month) 2 10,000

11.99 Subtotal 4 20,000

13.00 Support personnel 2,600

15=00 Travel ...

25,400

19.00 Component total 38,000

30.00 Trajjiing

(a) Travel 45 participants at.

$US 1900 85,000
(b) Interconnection flights for

participants 10,000

(c) Per diem 45 ,x 17 days x $100 days 76,500

(d) Study tour on board of ship 18,750

(e) Interpretation (E0FoR) 20,000

39.00 Ccnponent total 210,250



50.00 Miscellaneous

51 = 00 PrGparation of docuiTentation in
English and French

52,00 Final rejwt

53.00 Sundries'

85,

76,

18,

12,

5,

199,

124,

ooc

500

750

000

000

250

500or USSR Roubles

i.e. 76 per cent of cost in non-convertable currency.

1982

$US

59.00 Component total 12 000

T0tal 260,250

Breakdown of UHPPTft contribution

Convertible currency

lecturers 20?000
Support personnel 2,600
Official travel for lecturers and
UN staff j5 4qq

Interconnections flights for

participants 10,000
Interpretation (E.FBR) 8,000

Preparation of document (EeF) 5^000

61,000

USSR Rjubles

Total travel of UN staff and

participants

Per diem UN staff and participants
Study tour on board of ship

Interpretation from Russian
Final report

Miscellaneous



attachment II

MEMORANDUM

. UN BCA/UNCTAD SEMINAR ON PORT OPERATIONS . -■;,

■■;'•" '- ■'■■■■■■ ": ■■ . '-;' ■■■ hosted by the USSR'. ;:' \' ' " "..'"."",

, ..; , Odessa,, USSR, 9-22 August 1982 ... . :

Summary of arrangements concluded during the ■ " ■

■ -;-: UN ECA/UNCTAD mission to the USSR, 20-22 'April, 1982

1. Dates, and Venue, ; . .. . i .. ;.. . .... ..;■..

The Seminar will last two; Weeks/ from Monday, 9 to Saturday/ 21 August. ',';"':'

1982 inclusive. Seven working days will be spent aboard the myv "Grusia": '

which will visit a nttmber of Black Sea ports, and six working days in Odessa.

2. Seminar Officials

It was agreed that EGA Representative will be Director of the Seminar . .

and UNCTAD and the host country will each nominate Co-Directors. The host

country will set up the administrative staff to serve the Seminar.,..;

3. Participants ... . ' ' ' '. .

The Government of the USSR is ready to accept participants from all

African countries concerned listed in the project document. A total of.;up to 45
participants will be accepted for the Seminar. List of participants of the

Seminar to be submitted by EGA to the USSR Authorities as soon "as possible but
not latei1 tftan July 1^ 1982. .■:':.':. •.:.■■■-,--., ■-

4. Accommodation aboard m/v "Gruzia" '

The participants will be accommodate aboard the vessel two to a cabin.

Services will jse included. Three mealS;.per day as well as coffee,and, tea during
the sessions will be provided.

Lectures and panel discussions will be held in suitable accommodation

aboard the ship. 'An office'will be provided'for the Seminar $taxr". ■ '

5. Accommodation in Odessa ■ " •■: ; ■ ■

Participants will be accommodated in the Seamen's Hotel, of the Black Sea
Shipping Company. " " "' ' ' '

■: The hotel accommbdatidh, including services, thr^e meals, coffee and tea
during the sessions' will be provided. 7

Lectures and workshop sessions will be held at the Seamen's Recreational

Centre where an office will also be provided for the Seminar staff.
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6. Daily payments .

The cost of the above accommodation and services will be deducted from

the UN d.s.a. The remainder will be sufficient to allow daily payments to the

participants to cover incidental expenses. The final amount will be agreed between

the USSR Authorities, ECA and UNCTAD before the start of the Seminar.

7. Medical Services

Medical services'will be provided for the participants free of charge.

8. Interpretation

The USSR Authorities will provide a team of interpreters to covert.

simultaneous interpretation from Russian into English and French and vice versa.

They will'-also arrange for the necessary equipment and facilities to be .installed,

both at the* ^Seamen1 s Recreational Centre in Odessa and on board of the m/v
"Gruzia'V ='-: '-■■'■" ■:■'*■"■• ■ ■-■ ' ' ''- ' ■>-' ■ ' ■■■'* ■ "f '"' ' ■ ■ "'

UNCTAD will endeavour to provide interpreters to cover simultaneous -

interpretation from English to ?rench, and.';vicc versa. .-..- : .-. -.

9. Secretarial, assistance : ■ ■ - . ■ . - : : . ,-•. . -

ECA will provide services of one English/French speaking secretary, to

assist the Seminar on a full-time basis aboard ship and ashore. The USSR

Authorities, will provide the services of two typists,' ■■"■■■

10. Re.ception• aft?Airport --: : . . . ■• ■ ■■*"*. - ".

participants will travel by a nominated airline - AEROFLOT -

arrivals will probably be spread over a period of two/three days prior to'the

opening of the Seminar. The USSR Authorities will.make arrangements tp meet

all the participants upon arrival in Moscow and arrange for their accommodation

in Moscow,.:make a preliminary payment toucover-their immediate expenses and

arrange for their collective flight to Odessa on Monday, .9-,August 1982.

11- Local transportation

Buses to transport the participants between the hotel in Odessa «id ...,

the Seamen's Recreational Centre and for study, cultural arid sightseeing visits

will be provided by the USSR Authorities.

12. .Cultural programme , -. .. . ■ " • , ' ■' ■ . . 1 * ■

The USSR Authorities agreed to arrange cultural programmes during the

Seminar. They have also offered to host a farewell party on Saturday, 21 August

in Odessa. ■' ECA/UNCTAD will host a reception on the evening pf'Tuesday/ 17 .August
1982. .■■*•>-■,;.,■ ■ • - ■-.■■-•

13. Equipment u ' ' ' .

The USSR Authorities agreed to. provide necessary equipment for the work of

the Seminar. UNCTAD will provide various stationery supplies.
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14. Lectures

The USSR Authorities agreed to provide a number of lectures on appropriate

subjects in consultation with ECA and UNCTAD. These lectures will be delivered

in Russian and interpreted simultaneously into English and French. The text of

each lecture translated will be distributed one day before the session. The

session should provide sufficient time for questions and general discussion. The

papers of ECA and UNCTAD speakers will be submitted to Soviet Authorities a

month prior to the Seminar.

15. Programme

A programme for the Seminar has been agreed and is attached to this

Memorandum.

16. Financial arrangements

It was agreed that payments for air travel for the participants would be

the subject of a separate Memorandum with Aeroflot.

ECA will arrange the transfer of Rouble portion of the Seminar budget

(excluding the cost of participants1 travel from their countries to the USSR and

back) to V/0 "Technopromexport" a/c No. 48101054 with the Bank for Foreign Trade

of the USSR. The payment will be effected not later than a month prior to the

opening of the Seminar. ECA will inform V/O "Technopromexport" the effective date

of the remittance, and the latter organization will submit a final statement

of expenditures to ECA after the seminar.

The Soviet Co-Director of the Seminar will provide the participants with
daily allowances.

*7< Seminar proceedings

It was agreed that following Seminar, UNCTAD would publish the Seminar

proceedings in English and French.

18. The final report on the Seminar will be prepared by ECA and UNCTAD and will

be submitted to all parties concerned by the end of 1982.

Representative

of the USSR

Ministry of

Merchant Marine

Representative

of the UN

Economic

Commission for

Africa

Representative

of the UN

Conference on

Trade and

Development

A. Andreev A. Kovalev M. Daunt

Moscow, April 22 1982



Attachment III

UN ECA/UNCTAD, SEMINAR ON PORT OPERATIONS - MANAGEMENT,
ECONOMICS, TECHNOLOGY OF CARGO HANDLING

Hosted by the USSR" "'"'

Odessa, USSR, 9-22 August 1982 .

PROGRAMME

11.30

13.00-14.00

16.00-17.66

MOSCOW

Saturday - Sunday

7-8 August

Arrival of the participants in Moscow

Meeting and accommodation

Departure for Odessa

Monday, 9 August

ODESSA

" . Monday, 9 August

Arrival of the participants in Odessa .
Meeting and accommodation on board m/v ""Gruzia"

Lunch aboard the ship

OPENING CEREMONY

1. Opening of the meeting by the Seminar Co-Director (USSR)

2. Welcome of the Seminar participants by:

- A.V. Goldobenko, Deputy Minister, USSR Ministry of

Merchant Marine (speech and official opening of the Seminar)

- EGA Executive Secretary or his Representative

- UNCTAD Representative

- Representative of the State Committee for External Economic

Relations

- Representative of the City Executive Committee of Odessa

- S.A. Lukyanchenko, President of the Black Sea Shipping Company

3. Introduction of the Seminar programme and organizational
questions
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17.30-18.30 Lecture; "Present State and Perspective Development of the

: ' Port Management Operations in the USSR"

Lecturer: - B.V. Cherepanov, Head, Department of Fleet and

Harbour Operations, Ministry of Merchant Marine, USSR

19.00 Departure for Yalta

19.00-20.00 Dinner

20.-0-23.00 Cultural programme

YALTA

Tuesday, 10 August

8.00 Arrival in Yalta

9.30-10.30 Lecture: "Servicing of Passenger Ships in Soviet '

Ports. The USSR Merchant Marine Passenger

,, : , Movements"

Lecturer ~ V.S. Petukhov, President, V/O "Morpasflot",

Ministry of Merchant Marine, USSR

10.45-11.45 : ' -tecture: "Major Problems of African Ports and Ways to

, Solve Them"

Lecturer - A.A. Kovaley, UN ECA

12.30-13.30 Lunch:

13.45-15.45 Briefing by Port Director of Yalta, visit to the Passenger-

Terminal . .,

16.00 ■ , Departure for Sochi ; . * *

16.30-17.33 Training Boat Alarm

19.00-20.00 Dinner

20.30-23.00 Cultural programme

.■••■- SOCHI-SUKHUMI

Wednesday, 11 August

7.00 Arrival in Sochi

9.30 .. Departure for Sukhumi ■ .
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9.30-10.30 . Lecture: "Technological Changes in Shipping and Their

Impact on the Port Requirements"

Lecturer - M.Daunt, UNCTAD

10.45-12.45 Discussion on the subject "Technological Changes in Shipping

. and Their Impact on the Porjt Requirements" (Under supervision

of ECA and UNCTAD Representatives)

13.00-14.00 Lunch

14.15-15.15 Lecture: "CMEA Countries' Co-operation in Shipping11

Lecturer - D.A. Zvonkin, Director, Chartering Co-ordination..

Bureau, CMEA

15.00 Arrival in Sukhumi

15.30-19.00 Excursion to the Novo-Afonskaya Cave

19.00-20.00 Dinner

20.30-23.00 Cultural programme

24.00 ■- Departure for Batumi
■- ■. ■ - .... . ,'*' ■ ■ --" ■ ■. ■

BATUMI

Thursday, 12 August

8.00 Arrival in Batumi

9.30-10.30 Lecture: "Carriage and Handling of Dangerous Cargoes"

Lecturer.:- Y.M. Ivanpy, Head of Division, Central Research

. ;'. . . . , Institute of Merchant Marine, USSR

10.45-12.30 Lecture: "Cargo Handling Complexes for Chemicals on the

Example of the Port "YUZHNIY"

Lecturers - Y.A. Yatsenko, Director, Chernomorniiproject,

O.K. Tomas, Head of Division, Chernomorniiproject,

Ministry of Merchant Marine, USSR.

12.30-13.30 Lunch

14.00-20.00 Briefing by the President of the Georgian Shipping Company,.

visit to the port, sightseeing (including a visit to a collective*

farm)

20.00-21.00 Dinner

21.00 Departure for Sochi

21.00-23.00 Cultural programme
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■" '" " ' " '■ SOCHI

Friday,. 13 August

8.00 Arrival in Sochi

9.30^10.30-: .Lectures "Port'Statistics and Indexes'of Port Performance"

Lecturer - M. Daunt, UNCTAD

10.45-12.45 Briefing by Port Director of Sochi and visit to the

Passenger Terminal ,- -

13.00-14;QO ;. Lunch ■■"■.■.. ,

14.30-1930 Sightseeing

19.30-20.30 Dinner

21.00-23.00 Cultural programme

23.00 Departure for Novorossyisk . .. .

NOVOROSSYISK

Saturday, 14 August

8.00 Arrival in Novorossyisk

9.30-10.30 Lecture: "Modern Technology of Bulk Cargo Handling"

Lecturer - A.p. Chernyak, Head of Division, Lenmorniiproject,

, Ministry of Merchant Marine, USSR ■

10.45-13.00 Briefing by President of the Novorossyisk Shipping Company

and Port Director of Novorossyisk, visit to the port including

a visit to a cement handling berth

13.00-14.00 Lunch ■

14.30-18.30 Excursion to the "Malaya Zemlya" Memorial, visit to the
: Avenue of Glory, sightseeing

19.00-20.00 Dinner

20.00 Departure for Yalta ■ ■-. ■

20,30-23.00 Cultural programme ' ' : : : .
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YALTA

Sunday, 15 August

8.00 . .: '. Arrival in Yalta

9.30-10.30 Lecture: "USSR International Co-operation in Marine and

, , , .- ,r. Port Personnel Training",. ■ . . ■ ."'■■' .

Lecturer - A.I. Andreev, Deputy Head/ Foreign Relations

Department, Ministry of Merchant Marine, USSR

10.45-12.3Q, Visit to the ship engine department : . ■ ■• . ■-5 '

12.30-13.30 Lunch

13.45-16.45 Sightseeing, Visit tGtlie Livadiya Palace - Museum

17.00 Departure for Odessa

18.00-19.30 Captain's Farewell Dinner '; '

20.00-23.00 Cultural programme

.-■ . ■ •■■:■. :■■ -. ,i-u :.-■ ■ ■■- ■..■ - ■ . ■ : ■■ ODESSA '"'"

Monday, 16 August

7.00 Arrival in Odessa

8.60-9.00 Breakfast aboard m/v "Gruzia"

9,OO-.lD.3a.; . , .Moving to the Hotel "Moryak"

Accommodation

11.00-12.00 Lecture; "Modern Technology of General Cargo Handling"

Lecturer - A. P. Chernyak., Head of! Division, Lenomrnxipro ject.

Ministry of Merchant Marine, USSR

12.15-13.15 'Lecture: "Unitization, Palletization, Containerization and ■■

Their Impact on Cargo Handling Operations in Soviet

. Ports" ,

Lecturer - F.D. Romanovsky, Head.of■Division, Sojumorniiproject,

Ministry of Merchant Marine, USSR

13.30-14.30 Lunch

15.00-17.30 Discussion on the subject;

"Unitization of Cargoes and its Effect on Port Operations"

(Under supervision of ECA and UNCTAD Representatives)
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18.00-19.00 Dinner

19.30-22.00 Cultural programme

ODESSA

Tuesday, 17 August

10.00-11.00 Lecture: "Port Congestion: Causes, Consequences and

Cures" (African Case)

; Lecturer - ECA Representative .

11.15-12.15 Lecture; "Basic Ways and Methods of Reducing- Ship Waiting- '■

Time in Ports"

Lecturer - N.P. Pavlyuk, Deputy Port Director of Odessa,

Ministry of Merchant Marine, USSR

12.30-13.30 Lunch

14.00-15.30 Discussion on the subject "Port Congestion" Causes,

Consequences and Cures" (Under supervision of UNCTAD and

ECA Representatives) . .

16.00-18.00 Briefing by Port Director of Odessa and study visit to the

port

18.00-19.00 Dinner

19.30-22.00 ECA/UNCTAD Reception

ODESSA

Wednesday, 18 August

10.00-11.00 Lecture: "Organization of Port Operations in Sea Ports"

Lecturer - V.Z. Ananjina, Chief of Chair, Institute of

. : '■ . Merchant Marine Engineers in Odessa, Ministry of

Merchant Marine, USSR

11.15-12.15 ,-.: Lectures. "Co-operation of Different Modes of Transport

* . :- . , Involved in Port Operations"

Lecturer - 0.A.Terekhov, Port Director, Leningrad, Ministry

< ■: . of Merchant Marine, USSR

13.00-14.00 Lunch

14.30-15.30 Lecture: "Use of Automatic Control Systems in Port Management

Operations"

Lecturer - A.N. Rakhovetsky, Head of Department, Ministry of

Merchant Marine, USSR :. .
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15.45-17.45 Discussion on the subject "Methods for Increasing Berth

Capacity and Reducing Ship Turnaround Time", (Under supervision

of UNCTAD'and ECA Representatives)

18.00-19.00 Dinner . . .

: r ■ ' ■ "' Thursday, 19 August

9.00-10.00 Lecture: "Vocational Training of Dockworke^s,in the USSR"

\ ,;■•■' Lecturer- E.A. Antonyok, Director of Training Centre, Black

Sea Shipping Company, Ministry of Merchant Marine,
USSR

10.00-11.00 Leaving for the port of Ilyichevsk

11.00-15.00 Briefing by Port Director of Ilyichevsk, visit to the port,

visits to the Training Centre and Container Terminal

15.15-16.30 Lunch in Ilyichevsk

16.30-17.30 Leaving for Odessa *

18.00-19.00 Dinner

Friday, 20 August

9.00-10.00 Lecture "Facilitation of Shipping in Ports"

Lecturer - V.G. Gorbulya, Director of "Inflot", V/0

•SOVFRZICHT", Ministry of Merchant Marine, USSR

10.45-12.00 Filling-in the Seminar evaluation questionnaires

13.00-14.00 Lunch

15.00-18.00 Sightseeing tour of Odessa

19.00-20.00 Dinner

Saturday, 21 August

10.45-12.45 General Discussion

13.00-14.00 Lunch

15.00-17.00 CLOSING CEREMONY
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.r- .r.- ,-;■..- ,1-,^1 ■■ - ■ :- -I,.-: ■... .-■■ ■,=-. ■ .-•■,...-■: ■: .' ■ ■

.;■.;;:;-;.:>■,, !? Opening;. address of: the-USSR Go-Director ; '*■'■

2. Speech of the ECA Seminar Director

3. Speech of the Seminar participants

4. Speech of the Representative of the State Committee
''■■■"■:"'■ ' -:; " - for External Relations

,, ; 5,. Closing address of the Deputy Minister of the Ministry ' '

of Merchant Marine or President of the Black Sea Shipping
;i ■ Company *:; : p . .

19.00 Farewell party

Sunday, 22 August

9.00 ■•■•■: Departure -for Moscow ' : ' ' '



Attachment IV

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS'-

VK .ECA/UNCTAD/USSR SEMINAR OF PORT OPERATIONS -MANAGEMENT,
' ECONOMICS, TECHNOLOGY OF CARGO HANDLING

- "- USSR, Odessa, 9-22 August 1982

Organizing Committee of the USSR for the Seminar

1. Goldobenko A.V.

2. Andreev A.I.

3. Shumaev M.Av

4. Yatsenko V.A.

5. Lugovtsov A.F.

6. Malyukov B;E.

7. Balakin A.-pi.

Representatives of UN

1. Professor A./Adedeji

2. Tchouta Moussa

3. A.A. Kovalev

4. M. Daunt

- Deputy Minister of Merchant Marine of the USSR!
Chairman of the Committee

- Deputy Head, Foreign Relations Department^

Ministry of Merchant Marine of the USSR,

Deputy Chairman of the Committee, Lecturer

- Head, Department of Technical Assistance with

the State Committee.for External Economic
Relations, Deputy Chairman

- Director of Chernpmprniiproject, .Odessa, -
Deputy Chairman

- Vice President of the Black Sea Shipping

Company, Deputy Chairman . :. ... :

- Head of Section of Science & Technic Information

Bureau, Minmorflot, Executive Secretary of the
Committee ... ...

- Head of Foreign Relations Department of the.

Black Sea Shipping Company, member of the
Committee

- Executive Secretary of ECA UN; Deputy Secretary
of the UN

- Director of Transport Division of ECA;
Director of the Seminar

- Port expert, ECA, lecturer

- Representative of UNCTAD, Lecturer



Participants from countries
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Name/Nom

Country/Pays
Functions and title/

Functions

Mailing address/

Addresse pour

communications

1. Gais Nadjem-Eddine

Algeria

General Director of Port

Annaha1 ' ■ '

2. Lbuhibi Mahmbuo>Salim General Director of Port

Algeria Orari

3 * Leonard Yofani

Burundi -

Director of Port

Bujumbura

4, Laure Ibitola Ogounchi Chief of Maritime Studies

Benin -1?- Department, Ministry of

Merchant Marine

5. Maxcaire Gilles

Ahjjouandjinou

Benin

6. Pierre Ferdinand

Ngayouma

. Congo - ■'

7 * Jean-Francois

Batouma

Congo1 ''- ■"..■"■. * .-

8. Kamel Ahmed Mostafa

abd Elaal, Egypt

9. Jean-Martin Taty

Gabon -■• '

10. Michel Fangvinoveny-

Robaky

Gabon

11- Basiru E. Drammeh

Gambia

12. Abubacar Bun A.

Fofana

Gambia

Chief of Commercial Service

of Port Cotonou

Chief of Administration of

Port Brazzaville

Chief Statistical Bureau

Point-Noire Port

Port Said Port: Authority

Chief of Operation of Port

Administration

Deputy/Director of Port

Gentil

Assistant Manager of

Quay Operation

Assistant Manager

on board operations

Boulevard-BE

Nabdei-Malek-Tinriaba

UNDEVPRO/ALGER

Telex: 52824

B.P. 2086
Bujumbura, Burundi

Direction de la Marine

Marchande, B.P. 1234,

Cotonou(Rep.Pop. du

Benin)

Port Autonome,

Cotonou B.P. 927

Benin _ ... ■

UNDEVPRO

Brazzaville, .-.

Congo

B.P. 711

Point-Noire

Congo

Ministry of

Transport , ..

B.P. 1051

Libreville

Tel. 701798

701759 .

B.P. 43

Port-Gentil

Tel. 75-35-63

B.P. 617

Willington Str.

Banjul, Gambia

P.O.Box 617

Willington Str.

Banjul, Gambia
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Participants from countries (cont'd)

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

Fara Kamano

PopularRep, of

Guinea -

Mamadou Lamarana

Diallo

.Popular Rep. of

Guinea

Joan Dias Vas

Guinea- Bissau

JoseEyi Ondo

Mangue Obiang

Guinea Eq*.■■:■'

D. Aurelio Mba Olo

Andeme

Guinea Eq.

Seyoum Tegen-Work

Ethiopia

Worku Mekbnneri Adam

Ethiopia

Wolde Giorgis Mariam

Berhe .

William Roberts

Liberia

Foday Africahus

Kromah

Liberia

General Director of

Port Officals,

Ministry of Transport

Directeur General

de l'a Societe

Navale de Guinee

Deputy Director of

Bissau Ports

Technical Director of

Ministry of Public Works and

Transport

Deputy Technical Secretary

of the Ministry of Public

Works and Transports

ECA UN

Cargo handling Officer

Port Massawa

Chief Quay1 Supervisor

Port Assab

Maritime Officer

Ministry of Transports

Deputy Port Manager,

Port Greenville

B.P. 534,.

Conakry, Guinea

Ministry of Transport

B.P,. 534, Conakry

Guinea, Ministry

of Transports

UNDEVPRO ,

Bissau, P.O.Box 179

Guinea Bissau

UNDEVPRO

Malabo, Guinea Eq.

UNDEVPRO'

Malabo, Guinea Eq.

P.O.Box 3001.

Addis Ababa,Ethiopia

P.O.Box 73'

Massawa, Ethiopia

Marine Transport

Port Authority

Port Assab .

P.O.Box 1861

Addis Ababa,Ethiopia

Telex: 4331

MINCOM

Monrovia, Liberia

P.O.Box 165

Greenville 1

23. Solomon Rakctomdimby

Madagascar

?A. Fanesy Georges

Stanislas

Madagascar

Controller of Port

Tamatave

Chief of Port Operations

B.P. 4039

Tananarive

Tel. 255-80

Tamatave Port

Technical Directorate

29 Av. de 1'independence

Tamatave



Participants from countries (cont'd)

25. Silvanus Nehale

Namibia *•■ ■

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

■Felix Uzoma Ndu

l^tgexia

Joseph Popoola Ajai

Nigeria

Marcelirib'Alves

Marciso, Sao Tome &

Principe

Aires Bexigas

Sao Tome & Principe

Samuel Anthony

George' Andrade

Seychelles

■Josef peVcy Roy

Grandcourt

■Seychelles '•'

Hassan Mohammed All

Somalia

Sedou Ouro-Bangana

Togo

Frank" Rashidi

Tanzania

John Mukaku

Mwaanda

Zambia

Deputy Chief Logistic

Coordinator"

SWAPO

Assistant Traffic

Manager of Nigerian Ports

Authority

Principal Traffic

Officer of Nigerian

Port Authority

Chief of Operations of

Port '"' "

Commercial Manager

Director, Port Victoria

Administrative Officer,

Lighterage Union

General Manager Somali

Ports Authority

Chief of exploitation of

Port Lome

Shipping Officer,

Ministry of Transports

Harbour Master

P.O.Box ,953.

Luanda, Angola

74 Child Av.

Apapa, Nigeria

7 Olusola :

Farombi Str.

Isolo-Mushin,

Lagos,^Nigeria

UNDEVPRO

Sao Tome & Principe

UNDEVPRO „.

Sao Tome & Principe

Telex: ,2329

TRATUR, Mane

Seychelles

Telex: 2329

. TRATUR, Ma^e

Seychelles

P.O.Box 935

Mogadiscio

Telex: 22063 of

.81099 Res.

Telex 708 SOMPQRT

B.P. 1225

Lome, Togo

P.O.B. 9144

Dar-es-Salaam

Ministry of Transports

UNDEVPRO

Lusaka, Zambia

36. Noel Correia

!Guinea-Bissau

Deputy Director of

Shipping Co. "Guinemar"

UNDEVPRO

Bissau, POB 179

Guinea Bissau



Attachment V

■ Ee-crtuT

Soviet Lecturers

1. G. Pilipenko

2. B«V. Cherepanov

3« D«AC Zvonkin

4- Y»M0 Ivanov

Ghernyak

6. F,.D» Romanovsky

7- VeSo Batrachenko

8, V«Z. Ananjina

9o O.A. Terekhov

10. A.N» Rakhovetsky

11. E«A» Antonyuk

Gorbulya

13. O«JC» Tomas

Head of "Pasflot" Laboratory, the Black Sea

Shipping Company,- Ministry of Merchant/Marine

Head of Department of Fleet & Harbour - >■'

Operations, Ministry of Merchant Marine

Director of Chartering Co-ordination Bureau,

GMfiA '

Head of Division, Central Research Institute

of Merchant Marine «' *■

Head of Division, Lenmorniiproject, Mindatry

-of-Merchant Marine

Head of Division, Sojuzmorniiproject, Mn-istry

of Merchant Marine

Deputy Port Director of Odessa, Ministry"-of

Merchant Marine . . ,.

Chief of Chair, Institute of Merchant Marine

Engineers in Odessa, Ministry of Merchant

Marine

Port Director, Leningrad, Ministrj;,_o£Jtec'

Marine

Head of ACS Department, Ministry of Merchant

Marine ■ ' ■

Director of Training Centre, Black Sea

Shipping Company, Ministry of Merchant Marine

Director of "Inflot" , v/o "So^fxacht%. .,:..._„._■

Ministry of Merchant Marine

Head of Division, Chernomorniiproject,

Ministry of Merchant Marine, USSR ■ ■-. ■ .

1. K«S» Stepanov

2O VOK« Kravchenko

Representative of the USSR State Committee for

External Economic Relations .■ ■-.

Representative of the USSR State Committee1 for

External Economic Relations
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Staff of the USSR Ministry of Merchant Marine and

Black Sea Shipping Go, .

lo AaAB Pribylov

2O V»A0 Stepanenko

3. ' G«P* Sekacheva

4. PoA«, Bumagiii

5. L»V» Kruzhkov

6. I»V» Voronkevich

7. VoKo Kolchugin

8 0 So0. Demikova

9. N^o Bbndar - ' ' :

10. , GraS o Karpechenkov

11. A«K# Kohs.tantinova

12O G»Vo Grishanov

- interpreter, Minmorflot, Moscow ;;; -;<

- expert, Minmorflot, Moscow

- inocorrespondent, Minmorflot, Moscow

- Fotographe, Moscow ■-','..■

- Expert, V/0 "Sovfracht", Minmorflot, Moscow

- Expert, Minmorflot, Moscow

- Assistant PortDireotor, BLASCO, Odessa. ..

- Inocorrespondent, BLASOO, Odessa

-.'■ - Representative of section for foreign • ;-

relations, BLASGO, Port Iljichevsk

- Engineer, Commercial relations department.,

BLASGO, Odessa

- Engineer, BLASGO, Odessa

- Vice President BLiiSGO. Odessa

UM3TAD Interpreters

1. Micheline R9 Karam-Cleusix

2. Andree Abaza

3. Lazar Inber

Soviet Interpreters

1.

2*

3.

4.

5-

I«K» Pevunov

A.B. KriukoV

T»A, Zobkova

V^D. iUpern

A»Ve Gorbunov

L»M. Bondareva
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-Summary.of Evaluation Questionnaire

1. What, in general, were the most useful aspects (or topics) of the

seminar for you?

- Major problems of African ports and ways to solve them.

- Port congestion; causes, consequences and cures.

- Port statistics and indexes of port performance .

- Basic ways and methods of reducing of ship's waiting time in ports.

- Modern technology of general cargo handling,

- Modern technology of bulk oargo handling,, . . ;, ■

- Technological changes in shipping and their impact on port requirements,

- Facilitation cf shipping in ports.

- USSR International Co-operation in marine and port personnel training.

- Training of dock workers,, _ ■ .._.■■■

2. What, in general, were the least useful aspects (or topics) of the

seminar for you?

- Servicing of passenger ships in Soviet ports.

- Auformatic control system of port operation. . •- ■.. . . ..

- CMSA countrieB co-operation in shipping. ■ . ■

3. What changes (additions, deletions, modifications) or improvements would

you suggest to improve the seminar?

- More visit to "be organized to actual port operations area

- The seminar lectures and discussions should be organized prior the

cruise aboard ship.

- The participants should be informed about the themes of lectures

in advance.

- More concrete discussions on the needs of African ports should be

envisaged*

- The participants of this seminar should attend the next seminar on

port operations to be held in USSRO
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- Tb held the seminar on port operations every two years,

- To organize a seminar- for- those engaged in training of dockers,,

- To envisage in the programme of the seminar the problems of

dredging and navigational aids in African ports„

4. How useful the .seminar was for you and/or your organization?

Extremely useful 11 35$

Very useful 15 48$

Some use t 4 13$

Little use 1 4$

5. Do you feel that a similar seminar should "be held again?

■ Recommend it be continued 32 99$

Not recommend it be continued - -

No answer' ■'.-''■ 3 1$ , ;

6« Any further general comments on any aspect not specifically covered by

this questionnaire? .

- Appreciation of all lectures.

- UN organizations should organize visits of Prenoh speaking

participants to English speaking ports of Africa and vice versa,

- Accomodation aboard ship should be improved,,

- To continue conducting of similar seminars in the USSR.

- Congratulations and thanks to ECA, UN3TAD, the USSR Government.




